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ABSTRACT. – Study on the use of DEM to the achievement of risk and 
hazard maps. This article discusses the advantages of using different types 
of DEM to the achievement of risk and hazard maps. Models are used to 
study the real physical phenomena, to create a more precise picture of 
reality, especially for creating a virtual prototype that describes the 
structure and behavior of natural phenomena in different conditions.  
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1. Introduction 
 

 Developing specialized software has led to the development of 
surveillance strategies of the phenomena that affect the conditions of 
survival of the population and the environment protection.  An important 
role in these strategies is the development of digital maps based on the 
calculation of risk indices. The practical relevance of these cartographic 
products is recognized by all users, such as geographers, hydrologists, 
climatologists, geologists, etc., but also by policy makers, who are 
beneficiaries of systems as precise knowledge of the vulnerability of land, 
location, separation spatial areas with different degrees of exposure to 
natural disasters and who can act effectively to mitigate the damaging 
effects of natural disasters. 
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2. The term of Digital Elevation Model 
 

 There is no common usage of the terms Digital Elevation Model 
(DEM), Digital Terrain Model (DTM) and Digital Surface Model (DSM) in 
the scientific literature. In the most cases the term Digital Surface Model 
represents the earth's surface and includes all objects on it. In contrast to a 
DSM, the Digital Terrain Model represents the bare ground surface without 
any objects like plants and buildings.  

 
 

Fig. 1. Surfaces represented by a Digital Surface Model  
and Digital Terrain Model 

 
 The term Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is often used as a generic 
term for DSMs and DTMs, only representing height information without 
any further definition about the surface. Other definitions equalize the terms 
DEM and DTM, or define the DEM as a subset of the DTM, which is also 
representing other morphological elements. There are also definitions which 
equalize the terms DEM and DSM. In the Web definitions can be found 
which define the DEM as a digital regularly spaced GRID and a DTM as a 
real three-dimensional model (TIN). Most of the data providers use the term 
DEM as a generic term for DSMs and DTMs. All datasets which are 
captured with satellites, airplanes or other flying platforms are originally 
DSMs. It is possible to compute a DTM from high resolution DSM datasets 
with complex algorithms (Li et al. (2005). 
  A DEM can be represented as a raster (a grid of squares, also known 
as a height map when representing elevation) or as a triangular irregular 
network (TIN). The TIN DEM dataset is also referred as a primary 
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(measured) DEM, whereas the Raster DEM is referred as a secondary 
(computed) DEM.  
  
 2.1. The Raster DEM  
 
 The Raster DEM refers generally to a digital representation of the 
earth's surface through the altitude values. In this model, represented 
territory is divided into several cells, usually squares, all having the same 
size.  Dividing the territory into square cells is achieved through a network 
of lines parallel to coordinate axes, equally spaced.  
 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. The Raster DEM format 

 
A numeric value is assigned to each cell in the network, expressing 

either a feature of the entity or phenomenon represented, for example 
temperature or humidity, or the existence (value 1) or absence (value 0) of a 
certain characteristic. 

Thus, it can be seen that, for the interpretation and analysis of a 
raster layer is not enough to be known cell values, additional information is 
needed. The information that must accompany cell values of a raster layer 
are:  
- Indication of the represented geographic area;  
- Name of feature represented (soil type, population, average annual 
temperature, altitude, etc.); 
- The  measure unit of the characteristic (dimensionless, degrees Celsius, 
meters, percentages, etc.); 
- Side of a cell size (resolution);  
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- Number of rows and columns;  
- Coordinates of the characteristic point of represented area (usually, it is 
South-West corner);  
- Type of coordinates and the unit coordinates (geographic coordinates, 
rectangular coordinates, sexagesimale degrees, meters, etc.); 
- Reference System (ellipsoid) and projection system; 
- Significance of used codes (for example: 1 = arable, 2 = vineyard, etc.); 
- Data source;  
- The date of representation;  
- An assessment of data quality. 

The Raster DEM includes the concept of raster layer. The most 
common approach can be considered a unitary cell division of a given 
territory, which corresponds to a set of two-dimensional arrays with the 
same number of rows and columns. Each table represents a layer and 
contains the values of certain characteristics of the territory represented (e.g. 
soil type, groundwater level, the average amount of precipitation, the 
category of use, the predominant vegetation type, slope, etc.). 
Raster DEM can be produced by different mapping methodologies, such as 
stereo-imaging, interferometry and laser imaging.  

 
 Fig. 3. Spaceborne and airborne technologies utilized to generate Raster 

DEMs. 
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Stereo-Imaging or Stereo-photogrammetry is a technique that makes 
it possible to estimate the three dimensional coordonates (x,y,z) of points on 
an object. These are determined by measurements made in two or more 
photographic images taken from different positions. 

Interferometry or Interferometric SAR is a powerful application 
technique developed in recent years to generate high-resolution digital data 
consisting of a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and an orthorectified radar 
image. The basic idea is that the height of a point on the Earth surface can 
be reconstructed from the phase difference between two signals arriving at 
two antenna. 

Laser Imaging or LIDAR (LIght Detection And Raging)  is an 
optical remote sensing technology that measures properties of scattered light 
to find range and/or other information of a distant target. The prelevant 
method to determine distance to an object or surface is to use laser pulses. 
Like the similar radar technology, which uses radio waves, the range to an 
object is determined by measuring the time delay between transmission of a 
pulse and detection of the reflected signal. 

The quality of a DEM is a measure of how accurate elevation is at 
each pixel (absolute accuracy) and how accurately is the morphology 
presented (relative accuracy).  

   (a)                                                        (b) 
Fig 4.  Vertical accuracy (a) and horizontal accuracy expressed as contour 

interval (b) 
 
Several factors play an important role for quality of DEM-derived products: 

• terrain roughness; 
• sampling density (elevation data collection method); 
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• grid resolution or pixel size; 
• interpolation algorithm; 
• vertical resolution; 
• terrain analysis algorithm; 

The figure 4 presents the accuracy obtained with different techniques to 
achieve a Raster DEM. 

Extracting information from a numerical model altitude necessary 
for the hydrological analysis, is an active concern in the scientific 
community, and algorithms developed for this purpose are numerous and 
provide different results. The methods that extract hydrological parameters 
from a DEM is divided into two classes: those that consider flow to and 
from the centers of pixels (also called flow-routing algorithm) and those 
who consider free flow to any direction (also known algorithms flow 
tracing). The first method is applied in the context of the D8 approach (it is 
considered all eight neighboring pixels in 3x3 pixel for which they apply) 
and are included in most standard GIS applications. The second method is 
more elaborate, involving the application of more complex functions and 
has certain restrictions use. 

 
 

Fig 5. Altitude is suggested by three-dimensional representation 
 
The numerical altitude model is a rectangular array of elevation values. 
Each value is represented by a pixel with a certain color. Hydrological 
parameters are represented also by the rectangular array of values, 
overlapping grids in the matrix space altitude. In other words, each pixel 
will correspond to each altitude indicator value calculated. They are 
calculated based on the principle that flow always takes place from a higher 
elevation pixel to one with lower altitude. Basically the problem is to 
determine, for each pixel, the number of all other pixels that "flows" in it, 
which are all higher altitude and is bound by this virtual water flow. Thus it 
can be obtained various hydrological indicators used in the mapping of 
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flood risk such as: upslope catchment area, flow accumulation, upslope 
height catchment, catchment slope, etc. 

The main features of Raster DEM are:  
- Representation is suitable for areas phenomena (surface), especially when 
they are uncertain limits [which can not accurately determine the line that 
separates a different category (e.g. soil type, geological structure, rainfall, 
temperature air, etc.)] 
- It allows to easily obtain the  contour lines; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 6. Getting the contour lines from a Raster DEM 
 
-It is not suitable for point and linear representation of phenomena (eg, 
being given a resolution of 100 m, it can be determined if a cell passes 
through a pipe, but it can not specify the points where the pipe cuts the  
edges of the cell); 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Fig 7. Streams, catchments, drainage points obtained from a Raster DEM 
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 2.1. The TIN  DEM or DTM 
The term "Digital Terrain Model” was first used in 1958 by Miller 

and LaFlamme and they defined it as "a statistical representation of 
continuous land surface using a large number of points whose coordinates 
horizontal (x, y) with altitude (z) are known, a representation made in an 
arbitrary coordinate system.” The term Digital Terrain Model (DMT), used 
in Europe, has now a broader meaning than compared with the definition 
given in 1958 by Miller and LaFlamme. Thus it includes additional items 
such as discontinuities of the terrain (ridges, slopes and water courses) or 
values of slope, aspect, visibility, etc. 

Mathematical modeling of the earth's surface is the digital 
representation of the shape of the ground, often complex, by a mathematical 
surface that approximates the topographic surface of the land. The basic 
principle of modeling is to define an area of land with coordinates x, y, h of 
the characteristic points of land, followed by interpolation with a specialized 
software to obtain the height of any point desired for which it is known the 
planimetric coordinates x and y. 
DTM is typically stored in vector format. 

 
 

Fig. 8. The DTM  format 
 

In DTM is considered that any entity can be represented either as 
point or as a line or as polygons. Starting from these basic geometric entities 
it can be created other forms of representation of phenomena. The points are 
represented as spatial entities that have no significant size in the plan. 
Choosing entities represented as points, mostly depends on the degree of 
detail chosen and the nature of the represented phenomenon. Entities 
represented by lines or arcs have as main characteristic that one of their 
dimension in the plan (length) is significantly higher compared with the 
other dimension. In this case,too,  choosing the entities to be represented as 
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a line depends on the degree of detail and studied phenomenon. Position and 
shape of line type entities are given by the sequence of points (called 
vertices) that causes the line. Between two neighboring points, is 
represented by a straight line. The two points at the ends of a line are called 
nodes. Those spatial entities that are significant both planar dimensions are 
represented as polygons. Thus, polygons are represented as: land (parcels, 
administrative areas, countries, etc.), surfaces covered with water (lakes, 
seas, oceans), islands, large rivers, etc. Position and shape of polygons are 
given by the lines forming the polygon boundaries (contours). Position and 
shape of polygons are given by the lines forming the polygon boundaries 
(contours). Each of the above mentioned geometric shapes may receive 
different specific attributes representing characteristics of entities which are 
substituted.  
 Organization of thematic data layers is a fundamental component of 
DTM. Under this concept, digital map in vector format consists in a set of 
layers of points, lines and polygons, having in common the same spatial 
reference system.  

Analyzing the organization described, it is clear that these data are, 
in principle, sufficient to represent spatial entities in a graphical report, that 
would allow the reproduction of digital map as an analogue map but not 
sufficient for performing spatial analysis. There is no guarantee that, for 
example, the same limit (line type entity) has not been included several 
times in the database (either that come from different sources, either by 
mistake), there no guarantee that the lines designated as the limit of a certain 
polygon entities form a closed contour, no data by which to establish that 
the two lines representing rivers are confluent or not, etc. 

To establish relationships between entities part of the same layer is 
necessary to create topology. Point is the simplest geometric entity and 
includes the topological information by its plane coordinates and by its 
belonging to a  specific spatial or geographic category. Knowing the 
position (coordinates) of a point it can be determined its relative location to 
other reprezentated entities.  

The lines that form a network (such as rivers, roads, pipelines, etc.) 
must have attached data concerning the links between them (connectivity 
information). In principle, these data can be added by means of pointers to 
"mark" the positions in which links appear, namely in the network nodes. 
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In principle, topology of polygon entities is defined in four stages, 
whose sequence can vary from one implementation to another: 
- Generate network boundaries. At this stage, are identified the lines 
necessary to be linked. 
- Formation of polygons. At this stage, for each polygon, are identified the 
lines that form its limits;  
- Checking closing polygons. The lines of each polygon must form a closed 
contour;  
- Identify polygons. . Each newly formed polygon must receive a unique 
identifier in order to ensure completion of attributive data. 

 As it can see from the above, especially for lines and polygons, 
building topology requires a relatively laborious manufacturing process, 
based on developed algorithms. 
Limited to the point, line or polygon entities that can be represented in the 
DTM can be a major constraint when it comes to modeling complex 
phenomena. 

 The surface is a geometrical entity that can be implemented in the 
DTM to represent spatial phenomena and entities which can be described by 
an equation of the form 0),,( =zyxf , where z is a characteristic of a 
position defined by any plane coordinates x, y. Phenomena which could be 
described in this form are diverse: relief, groundwater level, the 
concentration of certain substances in the atmosphere, etc. 

The network is a specific combination of point and line entities. In 
principle, a network consists of point-type entities (nodes) connected by line 
type entities (arcs) which carries a certain signal (water, gas, electricity, 
etc.). 

Grid points (nodes) can be "distribution points" or "deposits" (from 
which the signal goes to transport) and "collectors" or "consumer points” 
(points at which the transported signal must reach). 

Each point of the network is characterized by a certain amount of 
storage or production, consumption or reception respectively. Each line is 
characterized by a particular transport capacity. The lines can insert breaks 
(barriers, valves, switches, etc.) that temporarily block the transport line. 

From this brief description of networks it can be assumed their 
generality character and the many possible applications. 

Traditionally, the reference data used in constructing DTMls can be 
obtained with different types of surveying equipments. Use of total stations 
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is advantageous. It integrates measuring devices in their structure and 
calculation programs, which facilitate rapid and precise determination of the 
coordinates (x, y, z) and their subsequent automatic storage. It also has 
interfaces for export of data from processing systems.  

 

 
Fig. 9 DTM obtained from surveying measurements 

 
Table 1. The main methods of data acquisition to achieve DTM: 

 
Data acquisition methods DTM accuracy Observations 

 
Surveying measurements 0.05 m – 0.10 m Large scale projects (1:500 to 

1:5000) in small areas  
Digital Photogrammetry 0.2 m – 0.5 m Medium scale projects 

(1:10000 1:100.000) 
Digitization of contours on 
topographic maps and plans 

0.5 m – 2 m Large scale projects (1:500 to 
1:5000) in small areas  

GNSS technology 0.05 – 0.10 m Large scale projects (1:500 to 
1:5000) in small areas  

 
Although it offers a better accuracy, the surveying methods and 

topographic apparatus prove successful only if the DTM cover small areas 
of land necessary for applications such as detailed projects for airports, 
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industrial buildings, residential blocks, achieving intersections (nodes) of 
paths communications, etc. 

To create models that include large areas of land used to study 
certain phenomena at a regional level, the experience gained so far proving 
photogrammetric technology and equipment as one of the most appropriate 
available operating means, resulting today in digital photogrammetry. 

Digitization of contours on topographic maps and plans provides a 
DTM from a database that already exists. Contours are used primarily for 
viewing the simplified form of land, while the DTM is to provide 
information for the entire field with the advantage that it is actually viewed. 
To achieve the DTM, in addition to contour lines are required other 
characteristic lines, such as lines of slope changes, thalwegs, etc. 

Data collection to achieve DTM through cinematic operating GPS 
stations is advantageous for small areas. 

Digital Terrain Model, once created, it must have multiple 
destinations, allowing the generation of maps and plans, topographic relief, 
automatic generation contours, technical, engineering calculations and 
automatic extraction of height of any point on the earth's surface. Digital 
Terrain Model must be independent of conventional signs and the methods 
of measurement and preliminary data processing. Also, digital terrain model 
must include features to control and correct data entry.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 10. Using DTM to achieve flood risk analysis 
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DMT allows different analysis of flood risk, can perform various 
risk scenarios, it can get maps of water depth, which is useful in assessing 
flood damage.  

DMT allows different analysis of flood risk, can perform various 
risk scenarios, it can get maps of water depth, which is useful in assessing 
flood damage.  

The achievement of hazard maps and vulnerability to flooding is 
carried out according to the geographic extent and level of damage. Hazard 
maps are based on an algorithm that took into account:  

1. the sections describing the flow geometry (curves level/cross 
sections) along riverbeds. 

2. calculating the maximum recorded flow levels.  
Differences in heighs level indicates potential flood risk on a scale of  

hazard production. 
Slide hazard maps are defined as maps showing the annual 

probability of occurrence of a landslide in a particular area. An ideal slide-
hazard map would show not only the possibility of occurrence of a landslide 
in a particular place, clearly stated but also the consequences that could have 
a landslide in a neighborhood.  

 
3. Conclusions 

 
 DTM is the most widely used model having more possibilities to 
implement than Raster DEM model. Analysis programs based on this model 
are more complex.  
Advantages of this model are:  
- Is a good representation of the structure of phenomenological data;  
- Compact data structure; 
- Topology can be achieved easily;  
- Superior graphics;  
- Can retrieve, update and generate spatial data and attributes.  
The disadvantages of using this model are:  
- Complex data structure;  
- Difficult combination of thematic layers;  
- Difficult simulation because each entity has its own topology;  
- Display and plotting can be costly especially when choosing a high 
quality;  
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- Techniques used are more expensive.  
Raster DEM is a model that can be obtained by means of satellite in a much 
shorter time than the DTM.  
The advantages of Raster DEM are:  
- Simple data structure;  
- Overlapping and combining layers is easy;  
- Simplicity, which is related to ability to perform spatial analysis;  
- Facilitates simulations because each spatial entity has the same size and 
shape;  
- Graphic representation is made without further processing. 
- It is easily achieved and implemented. Allows the development of simple 
algorithms (two-dimensional calculations with tables) for analysis functions 
such as flood risk maps for river basins.  
Disadvantages of Raster DEM are:  
- Is a memory-intensive, values must be kept for each cell;  
- Is not useful for linear representations of items or high resolution  
- The quality graphic data presentation is inferior. 
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